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SUMMARY:

This chapter is about the tribal people, the British rule and the vision of golden age. There were 
many types of tribal societies that existed in India during British rule. Tribal people lived in 
forests, Valleys and mountains away from civilization. Some tribal people were Jhum 
cultivators, some were hunters, some herded animals and some took to settled cultivation. 
Powers of the tribal chief changed during the British rule. The life of the tribal people was 
directly linked to the forests. The change introduced by the British in forest laws lead to the 
considerable change in tribal lives. The tribal people started revolting against the British rule 
due to these harsh laws. One such movement was started by Birsa Munda who was the leader 
of Munda tribe. People thought that he had miraculous powers and was the messenger of god. 
He talked about his glorious past and golden age. Birsa Munda was arrested by British in 1895. 
He was released in 1897. He again started his movement but he died in 1900 due to cholera 
and his movement faded out after his death.

DAY 1: Read the lesson carefully and follow these steps:

Read the lesson (begins from page no39 “In 1895, a man----------up to------------some herded 
animal” page no 41)

Underline all the important points.

DAY 2: Read the lesson (begins from page no 43 “some took to settled cultivation-------------up 
to-------forest laws and their impact” page no 46)

Underline all the important points.

DAY 3: Read the lesson (begins from page no 46 “the problem with trade--------------up to---------
------ a closer look” page no 47)

Underline all the important points.

DAY 4: Read the paragraph “Birsa Munda” page no 48-49



Underline all the important points and write glossary on note book.

DAY 5:  Do yourself objective type questions on textbook. (Q.No1 and Q.No2)

Recapitulation
1. Tribal Societies were different from each other on the basis of their economy.
2. Gonds and Santhals practiced settled cultivation.
3. Birsa Munda was the leader of Munda tribe. He called Dikus and Europeans as Ravanna. 

He was arrested by British in 1895 and was released in 1897. He died in 1900 due to 
cholera.

DAY 6: Do 3 textual questions on notebook.

Q.No.3: What problems did shifting cultivators face under British rule?

Answer: The British were feeling uncomfortable with the shifting cultivators and wanted them to settle 
down and become peasant cultivators. So, they introduced land settlements that are they measured the 
land, defined the rights of each individual to that land and fixed the revenue demand for the state. They 
also settle down shifting cultivators in order to control or administer the people who are always on the 
move. Under the new forest laws of colonial rule shifting cultivators were not allowed to move freely, 
practice Jhum cultivation, collecting fruits or hunt animals. They were forced to move to other areas in 
search of work and livelihood. However, the British attempt to settle Jhum cultivators was not very 
successful. Settled plough cultivation is not easy in areas where water is scarce and soil is dry. In fact, 
Jhum cultivators who took to plough cultivation often suffered, since their fields did not produce good 
yields.

Q.No.4: How did the powers of tribal chiefs change under colonial rule?

Answer: Under the British rule, the functions and powers of the tribal chiefs changed considerably. 
They were allowed to keep their land titles over a cluster of villages and rent out lands, but they lost 
much of their administrative power and were forced to follow laws made by British officials in India. 
They also had to pay tribute to the British and discipline the tribal groups on behalf of the British. They 
lost the authority they had earlier, enjoyed amongst their people and were unable to fulfill their 
traditional functions.

Learn objective type questions on textbook and above questions (Q.No2 and Q.No3)



DAY 7: Write Q.No5 and Q.No6 and additional questions on notebook.

Q.No.5: What accounts for the anger of the tribals against the Dikus?

The life of tribal groups was directly connected to the forest. So, changes in forest laws had considerable 
effect on tribal lives. The British extended their control over all forests and declared forests as state 
property. Some forests were classified as Reserved Forests for they produced timber which British 
wanted. In these forests, people were not allowed to move freely, practice Jhum cultivation, collect 
fruits or hunt animals. Many were therefore forced to move in search of work and livelihood. So tribal’s 
got angry with Dikus.

         The British policy to stop the tribal people from living inside forests created a problem as the Forest 
Department could not get labor to cut trees for railway sleepers and to transport logs.

Q.No.6: What was Birsa’s vision of golden age? Why do you think such a vision appealed to the people 
of the region?

In 1895, Birsa urged his followers to recover their glorious past. He talked of golden age in the past a 
Satyug( the age of truth) when Mundas lived a golden life, constructed embankments, tapped natural 
springs, planted trees and orchards, practiced cultivation to earn their living. They did not kill their 
brethren and relatives. They lived honestly. Birsas vision of golden age appealed the people to once 
again work on their land, settle down and cultivate their fields. 

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS

Q.No1: Which type of flag was the symbol of Birsa Raj?

Ans: White flag.

Q.No.2: Name two tribal communities which practiced settled agriculture?

Ans: Gonds and Santhals.

Q.No3: When was Birsa Munda arrested and when he died?

Ans: He was arrested in 1895 and was released after 2years in 1897. He died in 1900 due to cholera.

Q.No.4: Name the tribal community which was associated with agriculture (Silk prodcution).

Ans: Santhals.

Learn Q.No.4, Q.No.5, Q.No.6 and additional questions.

NOTE:  Do revision of lesson no 4


